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LEADERSHIP QUOTE provided by Barbara Pappas

“A leader’s role is to raise people’s aspirations for what
they can become and to release their energies so they
will try to get there.”
~David Gergen
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If you have any announcements that require a quick response from your clubs or regions, please forward it to me at
htrujillo@rlbayless.com and we will let the Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs know. We will complete the ADDC
Insight by the 5th of each month.
We encourage every member, every club and every region to contribute. All suggestions are welcome.
Thank you to all that have contributed articles, items and ideas for the ADDC Insight.

~Helen Trujillo
Information, views or opinions expressed in the ADDC Insight
newsletter originates from many different sources and
contributors. Please note that content does not necessarily
represent or reflect the views and opinions of the Association of
Desk and Derrick or their clubs. Articles are merely to educate
and inform.

Desk and Derrick Club of Farmington, NM
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Submitted by Andrea Alfaro
Desk and Derrick Club of San Antonio
Leadership Committee
Create Winning Relationships Through Effective Negotiations

Why take time to negotiate?
Negotiations can create trust, mutual
understanding, generate innovative ideas and
provide the opportunity to create value in a
relationship. Whether it be negotiating with a
business partner or a loved one, negotiations plays
a key role in our everyday life. Effective
negotiations enable more predictable outcomes
over the long run.

Who does it benefit?


Business Partners ‐ builds a good
foundation for longer‐term success;
allows more time spent in product
development, innovative brainstorming to
develop creative solutions, and enhancing
post‐sales service level.



Industry Stakeholders ‐ builds a stronger relationship with cross‐functional teams which may include internal
and/or external customers; value‐added services are enhanced through mutual understanding.



Families ‐ builds stronger communication and understanding. Families negotiate more than vacations, movies,
where to eat for dinner, etc. There is much to be learned and gained from these healthy conversations.



Friends ‐ builds a mutually satisfying relationship because there is better understanding and trust; enhanced
social network. Friends do not always see eye‐to‐eye, but they collaborate and work things out.

What makes a successful negotiation?


Collaborative approach to negotiations; explore mutual interests and work together to create innovative, value‐
added deals.



Negotiate deals that expand the pie and are sustainable for all parties over the long run.



Adopt a joint problem‐solving mindset; identify underlying goals or interests and brainstorm ways to meet them.



Negotiators rely on objective, relevant criteria to select winning options.



Negotiators are open to compromise and the consideration of new, creative ideas.
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Create Winning Relationships Through Effective Negotiations (cont.)

Negotiation Pitfalls to Avoid


Differing perception of trade‐offs



Inaccurate Assumption



Inflexible Positioning



Adversarial (zero‐sum game)



Distrust

Negotiations are an opportunity to build a solid foundation for good relationships. Equally important, setting the stage for
working together effectively and arriving at specific understandings is priceless. Trust, reciprocity, innovative
brainstorming, and enhanced communication are a few of the many benefits of effective negotiations.
Whether you are just starting a relationship, enhancing a troubled one, or in damage‐control mode, trying to salvage one,
you are not alone. Relationships take time and effort to establish and maintain; it is an art to be practiced through
patience, self‐awareness, and social grace under fire.
Starting a relationship off on the right foot is critical to the success of any relationship; as the old saying goes, “the first
impression is a lasting one”, so make it the very ‘best’ you have to offer … make it a value‐added one! You have nothing to
lose, only to gain.
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LaFayette Publications
Read up on the happenings before you go!
http://www.theind.com/

http://www.theadvertiser.com/things‐to‐do/

http://issuu.com/faceacadiana
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Why This Promising Shale Play's Best Days Are Still Ahead
BY CALLUM TURCAN
JULY 18, 2014

The Eagle Ford is one of the
top oil plays in the
world, blowing past
expectations time and time
again. But there is more to the
Eagle Ford than just one
hydrocarbon producing
interval. To keep up the
momentum, the oil and gas
industry is attempting to
uncover new horizons to tap
into.
Sanchez Energy Corp (NYSE:
SN ) , which recently doubled
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
its position in the area
through a $639 million acquisition, offers up a perfect example. By buying up an additional 106,000 net acres in the Eagle
Ford from Royal Dutch Shell, Sanchez Energy is betting on its ability to bring more possible drilling locations out of the
woodwork.
Upside lays below
Sanchez Energy has 226,000 net acres in the Eagle Ford, with over 2,800 potential drilling locations to contribute toward
its ambitious growth plans. With so many possible drilling locations in the Eagle Ford, Sanchez Energy could easily grow its
119 million barrels of oil equivalent, or BOE, in proven reserves in the area.
In the "Catarina" acquisition from Shell, Sanchez doubled its Eagle Ford acreage and proven reserves, as its proven reserve
base grew by 60 million BOE. This is just a tiny part of what Sanchez Energy thinks it can extract from the area, as it sees a
total of 490 million BOE of potential resources in the Catarina area of the Eagle Ford.
By expanding into the lower parts of the Catarina, Sanchez Energy thinks it can add at least 400 drilling locations to its
inventory, which should grow its reserve base if successful. While this acreage is weighted more toward natural gas liquids
and dry gas than other oil‐rich portions of the Eagle Ford, Sanchez will still be able to wring out strong returns.
The acquisition gave Sanchez Energy more than just 106,000 acres; it also gave it 24,000 boe/d (barrels of oil equivalent
per day) that was 60% weighted toward liquids, boosting its overall production to 43,000 boe/d.
As Sanchez Energy pushes deeper down into the Eagle Ford, Marathon Oil Corporation (NYSE: MRO ) has been exploring
above the Eagle Ford formation.
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Why This Promising Shale Play's Best Days Are Still Ahead (cont.)

Austin Chalk
The Austin Chalk formation lays just above the Eagle Ford, and Marathon Oil is out to prove that it holds just as much
potential and profitability as the Eagle Ford itself. Unlike Sanchez Energy, Marathon Oil is pushing deeper into the
condensate and oil‐rich portion of the Eagle Ford.
So far, the results point toward the Austin Chalk being very economical. Two of Marathon's wells targeting the Austin
Chalk in the Weston Gas unit had production curves that exceed the production curve of normal Eagle Ford wells on 40‐
acre spacing. In the Turnbull unit, another two of Marathon's wells targeting the Austin Chalk also outperformed
traditional Eagle Ford wells. While these numbers have been adjusted for lateral lengths and other factors, they still point
toward the Austin Chalk being comparable to the Eagle Ford.
With 18 out of 28 of its unconventional rigs targeting the play this year, Marathon is all in. As Marathon Oil pours money
into the play, the rewards are endless. In 2013, Marathon saw 1.7 billion barrels of potentially recoverable resources
underneath its Eagle Ford position. Roughly half of that is considered "potentially" recoverable, and after factoring in its
recent Austin Chalk wells, shareholders should expect a substantial portion of that to move into the proven and probable
category.

Foolish conclusion
The Eagle Ford has seen most of its drilling activity targeted toward its namesake interval, but that isn't where all the
hydrocarbons are located. By expanding into other shale formations, the Eagle Ford will follow in the footsteps of the
Bakken. When Bakken operators pushed deeper into the play and began tapping into the Three‐Forks, enormous amounts
of recoverable resources were discovered. Now, several Eagle Ford operators are doing the same, with a high likelihood of
achieving similar results. Sanchez Energy and Marathon Oil are beginning to open up the true potential of the Eagle Ford,
which will greatly benefit the U.S. economy and shareholders of companies willing to innovate and explore.
Callum Turcan owns shares of Marathon Oil. The Motley Fool has no position in any of the stocks mentioned. Try any of
our Foolish newsletter services free for 30 days. We Fools may not all hold the same opinions, but we all believe that
considering a diverse range of insights makes us better investors. The Motley Fool has a disclosure policy.
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Written by Debbie Arthur
Photos courtesy of Joan Cartwright
Desk and Derrick Club of Wichita Falls

BURKBURNETT 5TH GRADE ELEMENTARY CLASSES

On Thursday, May 22, 2014, Geneva Wood, Joan Cartwright and Debbie
Arthur traveled to Hardin Elementary in Burkburnett, Texas where they
visited two 5th Grade classes and Geneva presented a program about the
energy industry.
Mrs. Hardin told her class that they were having a very special treat
today and introduced Geneva. Geneva introduced Joan and Debbie and
gave a little background about who their employer’s are.
Desk and Derrick’s “Bit of Fun with PetroMolly & PetroMack” Energy
Activity Books were passed out to every student with a handout that
had different items listed. The class went to Pages 12 and 13 of the
Energy Activity Book and Geneva explained the process of drilling a
well to getting gas at the station. A well is drilled for hydrocarbons
(oil or natural gas) and a pumping unit is used to bring hydrocarbons
to the surface. It was emphasized to the class that a pumping unit
is not a toy and is not safe for anyone to try to play on. There have
been instances of children and animals being killed because of a
pumping unit. The oil is transported by truck or pipeline to a refinery
where it is refined into
Gasoline Diesel, Jet Fuel, Heating Oil, etc. It is
then sent to a “Bulk Storage Facility” before
distribution. Gasoline Diesel is transported by
tanker trucks to the gas stations, Jet Fuel is sent
to airport storage facilities and Heating Oil is
transported to underground storage facilities. The
United States also gets oil from offshore drilling
rigs and oil is imported from other countries.
Geneva asked the students to circle any item on the
handout that they have in their home. The students
worked on their handout and asked about any item
they did not recognize. All of the items on the list are
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BURKBURNETT 5TH GRADE ELEMENTARY CLASSES (cont.)
made from oil or byproducts of oil. Geneva started by stating she was going to tell them a story about their life without
products made from oil and byproducts. Geneva asked the class to lay their head down on their desk and pretend to be
asleep, the alarm goes off – wait, no alarm if it is made from plastics and plastics is a byproduct.
Go brush your teeth – you won’t have a toothbrush as it is plastic. You won’t have a hairbrush or shampoo. You
shower, no – won’t have a shower, get dressed – what are
you going to wear? You can only wear
clothes made from cotton or wool and
what about shoes? You only have
leather shoes. You are up and dressed
and ready to go to school. You go to your
car – no, no tires or gas, therefore, no car
to get to school. You come home from
school after walking or maybe riding a
horse. You do not have electricity in your
homes, no TV’s, no cell phone. You would
have to heat your house by wood as you
wouldn’t have a gas furnace. Our lives
would be very different without the modern
conveniences we are used to. This is just a
small glimpse of what our lives would be like
without the energy industry.
The class asked questions and wanted to know
about the different jobs in the industry. Joan
and Debbie explained what their jobs entailed and discussed
professions that are in the oil and gas industry: Landmen,
Geologists, Engineers. Etc.
We also handed out Bubble Gum,
ConocoPhillips pens, and Rulers donated
by Trident Steel. The Energy Activity
Books were purchased by our club and
distributed to all of the 5th Grade. A
teacher’s manual and Fossil Fuel DVD was
given to the teacher.
Geneva did a great job in representing our
club and our industry.
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… 2014 ADDC CONTEST COMMITTEE
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… ADDC FOUNDATION COMMITTEE
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…PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
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…RULES COMMITTEE
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…TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
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2014 ADDC Board of Directors

President
President Elect
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Imm. Past President
Executive Assistant
Parliamentarian

Linda Rodgers
Lori Landry
Connie Harrison
Barbara Pappas
Maggi Franks
Marilyn Carter
Elaine McDowell
Sheryl Minear, RP

lindar@pescoinc.biz
llandry@beanresources.com
connie.harrison@valero.com
barbara@cobraogc.com
maggi@promosolver.com
marilyn.carter@cnrl.com
elainemc12@aol.com
sheryl@sojodrilling.com

Our Motto, Purpose and Mission

MOTTO
Greater Knowledge ~ Greater Service

PURPOSE
The purpose of this club shall be to promote the education and professional development of
individuals employed in or affiliated with the petroleum, energy and allied industries and to
educate the general public
about these industries.

MISSION STATEMENT
To enhance and foster a
positive image to the global
community by promoting the
contributions of the
petroleum, energy and allied
industries through education,
by using all resources
available.

L to R: Bonnie Wall, Vera Ledet, Gaylen Guillory, Angie Duplessis, Cora Bergeron,
Susan Miller, Dawn Goode, Alice Gros, Theresa Adams
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